Exposure to aminoglycoside antibiotics can lead to the generation of toxic levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) within mechanosensory hair cells of the inner ear that have been implicated in hearing and balance disorders. Better understanding of the origin of aminoglycoside-induced ROS could focus the development of therapies aimed at preventing this event. In this work, we used the zebrafish lateral line system to monitor the dynamic behavior of mitochondrial and cytoplasmic oxidation occurring within the same dying hair cell following exposure to aminoglycosides. The increased oxidation observed in both mitochondria and cytoplasm of dying hair cells was highly correlated with mitochondrial calcium uptake. Application of the mitochondrial uniporter inhibitor Ru360 reduced mitochondrial and cytoplasmic oxidation, suggesting that mitochondrial calcium drives ROS generation during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death. Furthermore, targeting mitochondria with free radical scavengers conferred superior protection against aminoglycoside exposure compared with identical, untargeted scavengers. Our findings suggest that targeted therapies aimed at preventing mitochondrial oxidation have therapeutic potential to ameliorate the toxic effects of aminoglycoside exposure.
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Exposure to aminoglycoside antibiotics can lead to the generation of toxic levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) within mechanosensory hair cells of the inner ear that have been implicated in hearing and balance disorders. Better understanding of the origin of aminoglycoside-induced ROS could focus the development of therapies aimed at preventing this event. In this work, we used the zebrafish lateral line system to monitor the dynamic behavior of mitochondrial and cytoplasmatic oxidation occurring within the same dying hair cell following exposure to aminoglycosides. The increased oxidation observed in both mitochondria and cytoplasm of dying hair cells was highly correlated with mitochondrial calcium uptake. Application of the mitochondrial unipporter inhibitor Ru360 reduced mitochondrial and cytoplasmatic oxidation, suggesting that mitochondrial calcium drives ROS generation during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death. Furthermore, targeting mitochondria with free radical scavengers conferred superior protection against aminoglycoside exposure compared with identical, untargeted scavengers. Our findings suggest that targeted therapies aimed at preventing mitochondrial oxidation have therapeutic potential to ameliorate the toxic effects of aminoglycoside exposure.

Introduction

Aminoglycosides are a widely used and successful class of antibiotics (1, 2). Despite their potent antimicrobial efficiency, all aminoglycoside antibiotics currently approved for use by the FDA are toxic to the kidney and inner ear. While nephrotoxic effects of aminoglycoside exposure are typically thought to be reversible, ototoxicity to the kidney and inner ear. While nephrotoxic effects of aminoglycoside exposure are typically thought to be reversible, ototoxic effects are permanent, as they damage mechanosensory hair cells within the ear that, in mammals, lack the ability to regenerate.

A unifying mechanism of aminoglycoside-induced ototoxicity remains elusive, but a number of observations indicate that dying hair cells present several hallmarks that are conserved across species (3–5). An event frequently implicated in the degeneration of hair cells is the generation of cytotoxic levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS), bioreactive molecules derived from molecular oxygen. Within the avian and rodent cochlea, elevated ROS levels have been detected within hair cells following aminoglycoside exposure (6–11). Augmentation with various antioxidants in vitro and in vivo has proven to be partially effective at ameliorating aminoglycoside ototoxicity (12–18), suggesting a causal link between ROS production and hair cell death. However, antioxidants generally do not protect across a wide range of antibiotic doses and do not distinguish between the origins of ROS, leaving the source of ROS production during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death an open question.

There remains extensive debate over whether mechanisms governing bactericidal toxicity are shared within mammalian cell types that are also susceptible to these drugs. In bacteria, aminoglycosides induce oxidative damage through disruption of the citric acid cycle and electron transport chain (19, 20). Although the impact of ROS generation on bactericidal effects is unclear, it has been suggested that these antibiotics can induce cellular dysfunction within mammalian cells through mitochondrial generation of ROS (21). As mitochondria generally impose the largest influence to the overall oxidative state of the cell through their housing and regulation of the citric acid cycle and electron transport chain components (22, 23), they are a likely source of ROS during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death.

ROS generated within mitochondria occur as the byproduct of metabolic activity, which is established in large part through Ca2+ signaling between endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria (24). Mitochondrial Ca2+ regulates the flow of electron transport during oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS), and during the ensuing transfer of electrons, leakage at complexes I and III reduces O2 into superoxide (O2•–). This highly toxic yet membrane-impermeable anion is subsequently detoxified within mitochondria into less reactive, but membrane-permeable, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (25, 26).

Despite a link to ototoxicity, the source of ROS production following aminoglycoside exposure has remained largely unexplored. Here, we use the zebrafish lateral line system to study ROS generation and flow during hair cell death. Lateral line hair cells are sensitive to aminoglycosides (27, 28), and their external location in clusters, termed neuromasts, makes them uniquely suited to follow dynamic events during hair cell death in vivo (29, 30). We have previously used this system to observe intracellular Ca2+ dynamics following aminoglycoside exposure, and have demonstrated that mitochondrial Ca2+ influences mitochondrial activity in dying hair cells (31). In the experiments presented here, we have paired spectrally distinct indicators of mitochondrial oxidation state and cytoplasmic ROS to monitor temporal progression of oxidative changes following aminoglycoside exposure. We
demonstrate that elevated mitochondrial Ca\textsuperscript{2+} is necessary for lateral line hair cells exposed to aminoglycosides. Moreover, we demonstrate that in addition to elevated levels of ROS within the cytoplasm, mitochondrial oxidative changes occur within dying cells. We also show that therapies aimed at preventing mitochondrial acidosis and cytoplasmic ROS observed during this process. Our data suggest that therapies aimed at preventing oxidative changes within mitochondria may be more effective at stemming aminoglycoside-induced hearing loss than other approaches using general ROS scavengers.

Results

Oxidation of specific cellular compartments occurs within dying lateral line hair cells following aminoglycoside exposure. To evaluate whether ROS was elevated within zebrafish lateral line hair cells following aminoglycoside exposure, we used the ROS indicator dye cellROX green, as it labels a number of intracellular compartments, including cytoplasm, nucleus, and mitochondria. We exposed zebrafish to 50 \( \mu \text{M} \) neomycin, a concentration that reliably induces cell death in approximately 40% of hair cells within each neuromast (27), allowing us to compare the behavior of cellROX between adjacent living and dying cells in the same environment. Fluorescence of cellROX over background levels \((F/F_0)\) increased in most cells, regardless of their susceptibility to aminoglycosides (Figure 1, A and B). Cells were categorized as living or dying based on their fragmentation and clearance from the neuromast. Maximal fluorescence of dying cells was, however, greater than that of surviving cells by approximately 26%, and 50% higher than that of controls \((P < 0.05\); Figure 1C). Maximal fluorescence in surviving cells did not reach a level that was higher to a statistically significant degree than that of controls. In separate experiments, following addition of the superoxide generator xanthine oxidase and its substrate xanthine (32), cellROX fluorescence increased on average by 15% (Figure 1C) without inducing toxicity over the course of imaging (not shown), indicating the overall effectiveness of this indicator in detecting cell-wide changes in ROS.

Most dying cells displayed an increase in cellROX fluorescence in several intracellular structures, including the cytoplasm and nucleus (Figure 2 and Supplemental Video 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI84939DS1). In contrast, an increase of cellROX fluorescence in cells that survived aminoglycoside exposure appeared to be largely non-nuclear (Figure 2).

CellROX reports nuclear and mitochondrial ROS generation through its ability to bind DNA. We reasoned that the non-nuclear changes we observed in cells reflected the interaction of cellROX with mitochondrial DNA, particularly as we previously reported a rapid increase in mitochondrial membrane potential (\(\Delta \psi\)) in dying hair cells exposed to aminoglycosides (30). Given the interrelatedness between mitochondrial \(\Delta \psi\) and mitochondrial ROS production (33), we tested whether the increased ROS observed in hair cells exposed to aminoglycosides correlated with increased mitochondrial activity, using transgenic zebrafish expressing the \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) biosensor HyPer (34) under the control of a hair cell–specific promoter (Tg\([\text{myo6b:HyPer}]); referred to here as HyPer). The behavior of the HyPer biosensor alone in response to aminoglycoside exposure is shown in Supplemental Figure 2.

We colabeled hair cells of transgenic HyPer fish with tetramethylrhodamine ester (TMRE), a red fluorescent indicator of \(\Delta \psi\) (35), to monitor these events within the same cell. As we do not observe increased mitochondrial activity in hair cells that survive aminoglycoside exposure (30), we exposed hair cells to 400 \(\mu \text{M} \) neomycin, a concentration that is toxic to all hair cells within the neuromast (27).
can be seen in Figure 4A; overall changes in mitoSOX fluorescence follow a time course similar to that of changes in TMRE fluorescence. Because mitoSOX signal is cumulative, with fluorescence remaining after ROS is dissipated, we could not perform meaningful cross-correlation analysis as we did for TMRE and HyPer. However, we observed a strong correlation between mitoSOX and TMRE for both the onset of increased fluorescence ($r = 0.8918$, $P < 0.0001$; Figure 4B) and maximal ($F/F_0$) values ($r = 0.8315$, $P < 0.0001$; Figure 4C). Together, these observations are consistent with the idea that mitochondrial activity and ROS production are coregulated in dying cells exposed to aminoglycosides.

Mitochondrial Ca$^{2+}$ uptake is necessary for mitochondrial and cytoplasmic oxidation during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death. Mitochondrial Ca$^{2+}$ can drive ROS production through stimulation of mitochondrial activity (33, 38, 39). We have previously shown that mitochondrial Ca$^{2+}$ is increased within dying cells following aminoglycoside exposure in a manner resembling mitochondrial Ca$^{2+}$ overload (36). To explore whether stimulation of mitochondrial activity by Ca$^{2+}$ uptake could be responsible for driving cytoplasmic oxidation within dying hair cells, we combined spectrally distinct sensors to monitor their temporal progression. For this analysis we injected a transgenesis construct containing the red fluorescent Ca$^{2+}$ indicator RGECO (40) targeted to mitochondria (Tg(myo6b:mitoRGECO); referred to as mitoRGECO) (31) into transgenic HyPer fish.

Paired HyPer and TMRE fluorescence data from individual dying cells were aligned to the point of mitochondrial depolarization that reliably occurs within dying cells (denoted as TMRE$_{half-min}$) (30, 36). As seen in Figure 3A, overall changes in HyPer fluorescence follow a time course similar to that of increases in TMRE fluorescence. We next asked whether the time of fluorescence onset for each indicator was correlated. Because both indicators are dynamic and reversible, we were able to perform cross-correlation analyses on data extracted from each cell to assess the time delay between the 2 signals. Our analysis indicated that TMRE fluorescence increased approximately 0 to 1 minute before increased HyPer signals (maximal $r$ for TMRE was 0 minutes relative to HyPer, where $r = 0.401$, $P = 0.011$; Figure 3B). These data support the idea that some ROS production is linked to increased mitochondrial activity.

To evaluate mitochondrial redox state during aminoglycoside exposure more closely, we loaded hair cells with the dye mitoSOX, a fluorescent indicator of mitochondrial oxidation (37) that is spectrally separable from TMRE. We initially characterized the behavior of mitoSOX alone in response to aminoglycoside exposure, and observed a robust increase in fluorescence of dying cells consistent with an oxidized mitochondrial matrix (Supplemental Figure 3). We then loaded both mitoSOX and TMRE into hair cells to monitor the relationship between mitochondrial oxidation and $\Delta \psi$. Paired mitoSOX and TMRE fluorescence data from individual dying cells aligned to the point of mitochondrial depolarization can be seen in Figure 4A; overall changes in mitoSOX fluorescence follow a time course similar to that of changes in TMRE fluorescence. Because mitoSOX signal is cumulative, with fluorescence remaining after ROS is dissipated, we could not perform meaningful cross-correlation analysis as we did for TMRE and HyPer. However, we observed a strong correlation between mitoSOX and TMRE for both the onset of increased fluorescence ($r = 0.8918$, $P < 0.0001$; Figure 4B) and maximal ($F/F_0$) values ($r = 0.8315$, $P < 0.0001$; Figure 4C). Together, these observations are consistent with the idea that mitochondrial activity and ROS production are coregulated in dying cells exposed to aminoglycosides.

Figure 2. Oxidative changes within lateral line hair cells following aminoglycoside exposure. Sequential time-lapse images of a transgenic Tg(atoh1a:tdTomato)-labeled neuromast loaded with cellROX exposed to 50 $\mu$M neomycin. CellROX panels are shown as heat-mapped, while tdTomato panels are shown in gray scale. These time-lapse panels are representative of 10 movies taken in this background, and of more than 50 movies taken in the background of nontransgenic, wild-type larvae. Time indicates minutes:seconds following neomycin exposure. Scale bar: 20 $\mu$m.
Changes in the behavior of paired mitoRGECO/HyPer fluorescence in dying hair cells are aligned to cell clearance and are shown in Figure 5A. Because both indicators are reversible, we performed cross-correlation analyses on data extracted from each cell to assess the time delay between the 2 signals. Our analysis indicated that mitoRGECO increased approximately 0 to 3 minutes before increased HyPer signals (maximal $r$ for mitoRGECO was at −1 minute relative to HyPer, where $r = 0.411$, $P = 0.013$; Figure 5B). These data support the idea that some of the oxidative changes observed in the cytoplasm originate in mitochondria, and suggest that the mitochondria ROS increase is driven by mitochondrial Ca$^{2+}$ uptake.

To further examine the hypothesis that mitochondrial Ca$^{2+}$ is responsible for oxidative changes during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death, we inhibited mitochondrial Ca$^{2+}$ uptake with the ruthenium red analog Ru360 (41). We have previously shown that Ru360 reduces aminoglycoside toxicity (31). As found previously, we observed that fewer cells died when pretreated with Ru360 before neomycin exposure (not shown). Of those cells that did die, maximal cellROX fluorescence was reduced by 29% in comparison with neomycin exposure alone (P < 0.05; Figure 6A), indicating that ROS levels were reduced in these cells. We observed similar results with mitochondrial and cytoplasmic indicators; maximal mitoSOX fluorescence and HyPer fluorescence of dying cells were also reduced by 39% and 13%, respectively (both $P < 0.05$; Figure 6, B and C). Exposure to Ru360 also lowered HyPer maximal fluorescence in cells that survived neomycin exposure (both $P < 0.05$). The overall reduction in fluorescence of these indicators in the presence of Ru360, together with the timing of HyPer behavior relative to mitoRGECO, is consistent with the hypothesis that mitochondrial Ca$^{2+}$ uptake plays an important upstream role in the oxidative changes occurring in mitochondria and cytoplasm during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death.

**Mitochondrial-targeted ROS sinks are effective at mitigating aminoglycoside toxicity.** We predicted that reducing ROS at their source would offer superior protection against aminoglycoside exposure when compared with a more ubiquitous ROS scavenging regimen. For this comparison we selected the superoxide scavengers TEMPO and mitoTEMPO, a TPP+-conjugated version of TEMPO (42, 43). The positive charge resulting from the TPP+ linkage is thought to enrich its presence in mitochondrial matrix 100- to 1,000-fold (44). We first determined the optimal concentration for each compound that was maximally protective under conditions of neomycin exposure while also nontoxic when administered on its own (Figure 7A). We opted to use both compounds at 50 μM, since TEMPO was slightly toxic to hair cells at increased concentrations. To determine the effectiveness at which these agents act as electron sinks, we incubated zebrafish larvae in either cellROX or mitoSOX while coexposing them to cyclosporin A (CsA). CsA induces mitochondrial oxidation via inhibition of the mitochondrial transition pore regulator cyclophilin D (45). CsA increased cellROX and mitoSOX fluorescence by 300% and 377%, respectively, when compared with dye redistribution from mitochondria into cytoplasm. (B) Mean cross-correlation values of HyPer relative to TMRE. An offset of τ = 0 indicates that the events are inseparable. In this case, maximal cross-correlation value (R) was at 0 minutes ($r = 0.401$, $P = 0.011$), indicating that the initial onset of increased HyPer fluorescence coincides with the onset of increased TMRE fluorescence. Error bars = SEM; $n = 39$ cells from 1 to 3 neuromasts per animal and 5 animals.

**Figure 3. Timing of cytoplasmic oxidation (HyPer) relative to mitochondrial membrane potential (TMRE) in dying hair cells exposed to aminoglycosides.** (A) Mean HyPer fluorescence in dying lateral line hair cells colabeled with TMRE and exposed to 400 μM neomycin. Data are aligned to TMRE$_{half-min}$ corresponding to dye redistribution from mitochondria into cytoplasm. (B) Relationship between maximal mitoSOX and TMRE fluorescence. Points represent paired maximal fluorescence data from individual cells. (C) Relationship between rise in fluorescence signal of mitoSOX and TMRE relative to cell clearance. Points represent paired data from the time that either indicator reached its half-maximal value relative to the time of cell clearance. Error bars = SEM; $n = 39$ cells from 1 to 3 neuromasts per animal and 5 animals.

**Figure 4. Timing of mitochondrial oxidation relative to mitochondrial membrane potential in dying hair cells exposed to aminoglycosides.** (A) Mean mitoSOX fluorescence in dying lateral line hair cells colabeled with TMRE and exposed to 400 μM neomycin. Data are aligned to TMRE$_{half-min}$ corresponding to dye redistribution from mitochondria into cytoplasm. (B) Relationship between maximal mitoSOX and TMRE fluorescence. Points represent paired maximal fluorescence data from individual cells. (C) Relationship between rise in fluorescence signal of mitoSOX and TMRE relative to cell clearance. Points represent paired data from the time that either indicator reached its half-maximal value relative to the time of cell clearance. Error bars = SEM; $n = 39$ cells from 1 to 3 neuromasts per animal and 5 animals.
pared with controls \((P < 0.001\) for both; Figure 7B). TEMPOL did not alter cellROX fluorescence, but reduced mitoSOX fluorescence by 14% when compared with CsA alone \((P < 0.01;\) Figure 7B). Mito-TEMPO, on the other hand, reduced both cellROX and mitoSOX fluorescence by 30% and 45%, respectively, when compared with CsA alone \((P < 0.001\) for both; Figure 7B). These results indicate that in hair cells mitoTEMPO is more effective at reducing mitochondria-specific oxidative changes than TEMPOL.

We next asked whether the differential localization of these electron sinks alters aminoglycoside toxicity. TEMPOL had no discernible effect on hair cell number across a range of neomycin concentrations, while mitoTEMPO protected hair cells \((P < 0.0001;\) Figure 7C). We observed that cellROX fluorescence in dying cells treated with TEMPOL resembled that of dying cells not exposed to ROS sinks, while mitoTEMPO substantially reduced any changes in cellROX fluorescence \((P < 0.001;\) Figure 7D).

We next wished to determine whether the protection we observed could be explained by the targeting of mitoTEMPO to mitochondria. To address this, we coincubated hair cells with CsA and mitoTEMPO to determine the combinatorial effect on aminoglycoside toxicity and subsequent toxicity. Consistent with our previous studies (36), pretreatment with CsA sensitizes glycoside-induced oxidation and subsequent toxicity. Consistent mycin concentrations, while mitoTEMPO protected hair cells

Figure 6. Pharmacological inhibition of mitochondrial Ca\(^{2+}\) uptake reduces overall change in oxidative state of hair cells exposed to aminoglycosides. (A–C) Maximal transformed \((F/F_0)\) fluorescence intensity of cellROX (A), mitoSOX (B), and HyPer (C) in cells following exposure to 50 \(\mu\)M neomycin and the mitochondrial uniporter inhibitor Ru360. Data shown are only for dying cells. Hair cells were first loaded with the indicated dye (if applicable) for 30 minutes, followed by 30-minute exposure to Ru360. They were then mounted on the microscope stage for imaging and exposed to Ru360 and/or neomycin, while fluorescence readings were recorded. Horizontal lines and error bars represent mean \(\pm 1\) SEM. (A–C) Student’s \(t\) test, Welch’s correction; \(* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01; n = 10\) (A, neomycin alone), 16 (A, neomycin + Ru360), 11 (B, neomycin alone), 10 (B, neomycin + Ru360), 8 (C, neomycin alone), and 3 (C, neomycin + Ru360) neuromasts.

Figure 5. Cytoplasmic oxidation (HyPer) is correlated with mitochondrial Ca\(^{2+}\) uptake (mitoRGECO) during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death. (A) Mean transformed \((F/F_0)\) intensity of HyPer and mitoRGECO within dying hair cells exposed to 400 \(\mu\)M neomycin aligned to the time at which they are cleared from the neuromast. The dashed line represents \((F/F_0)\) of 1, corresponding to preneomycin baseline levels. (B) Mean cross-correlation of transformed fluorescence intensity values of HyPer relative to mitoRGECO events occurring within the same cell. Maximal cross-correlation value \((R)\) was at \(-1\) minute \((r = 0.411, P = 0.013), indicating that the initial onset of increased mitoRGECO fluorescence (mitochondrial Ca\(^{2+}\) uptake) precedes HyPer by 1 minute. Error bars = \(\pm 1\) SEM; \(n = 36\) cells from 1 to 3 neuromasts per animal and 7 animals.

Discussion

Mitochondria are thought of as the primary generators of ROS within most cell types, since they act as the core of a cell’s energy production through OXPHOS (23, 46). As such they are heavily implicated as the source of ROS during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death. We demonstrate here that mitochondrial oxidation occurs within hair cells following aminoglycoside exposure in a manner that is prospective of cell death. Such changes strongly correlate with both the intensity and the timing of cytoplasmic ROS detection, suggesting that mitochondria are a major source of ROS during this event.

Mitochondrial Ca\(^{2+}\) as a contributor to ROS during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death. Within mitochondria, Ca\(^{2+}\) uptake, transmembrane potential, and ROS generation are extensively inter-related (33, 38, 47). Mitochondrial Ca\(^{2+}\) can stimulate OXPHOS, promoting ROS generation from respiratory complexes I and III. This also leads to an increase in \(\Delta \psi\) as protons accumulate within intermembrane space, and can promote additional Ca\(^{2+}\) uptake through the voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) (48–50). Relatively high \(\Delta \psi\) is often associated with elevated mitochondrial ROS production (51, 52), and reduction of \(\Delta \psi\) can reduce cellular ROS levels under conditions of cell stress (53). Thus, it is critical...
that OXPHOS intermediates are rapidly detoxified or otherwise removed from mitochondrial space. This is handled by the mitochondrial transition pore, which removes metabolites such as Ca\(^{2+}\) that increase Δψ (54, 55).

There is ample evidence to suggest that mitochondrial dysfunction occurs during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death. Several laboratories, including ours, have noted swollen mitochondria in hair cells exposed to aminoglycosides (56–61). This type of morphology is consistent with mitochondrial Ca\(^{2+}\) overload (35, 62), and we have previously shown that mitochondrial Ca\(^{2+}\)-driven increases in Δψ are both a necessary and a sufficient component of aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death (36). Here we show that a functional consequence of this event is the oxidation of mitochondria and production of ROS. These findings are in general agreement with those of Chen et al. (2013), who demonstrated the important role of the mitochondrial O\(^{2-}\) scavenger peroxiredoxin 3; when rendered inactive, intracellular ROS levels are elevated and murine cochlear hair cells are sensitized to aminoglycoside toxicity (63).

While many pathways from distinct cellular compartments intersect to govern redox homeostasis (64), our data suggest that mitochondria are perhaps the largest contributor to the oxidative changes observed during aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death. Modulation of mitochondrial Ca\(^{2+}\) uptake or release alters oxidation within hair cells exposed to aminoglycosides in a manner consistent with their central involvement in the process. Furthermore, aminoglycoside protection afforded by mitoTEMPO lies in stark contrast to that of TEMPOL despite the ability of both compounds to act as electron sinks (65–67).

It is likely that other sources of ROS (or also reactive nitrogen species) within the cell contribute to aminoglycoside toxicity. Work in various eukaryotic systems has shown that aminoglycoside-mediated mitochondrial-targeted electron sinks reduce mitochondrial and cytoplasmic oxidation following aminoglycoside exposure, and mitigate aminoglycoside toxicity. (A) Concentrations of TEMPO and mitoTEMPO were determined by administration of either drug alone (solid lines) or with 200 μM neomycin (dashed lines). For subsequent experiments, cells were preincubated with 50 μM TEMPO or mitoTEMPO for 30 minutes before neomycin exposure. n = 5 neuromasts from 5 animals per group. (B) Fluorescence intensity of cellROX or mitoSOX following pretreatment with TEMPO or mitoTEMPO and coexposure to CsA. Hair cells were first loaded with indicator dye, then pretreated 30 minutes with TEMPO or mitoTEMPO, followed by coexposure to CsA. One-way ANOVA, Tukey post-test. n = 15 (control), 19 (CsA), 21 (CsA + TEMPO), and 20 (CsA + mitoTEMPO) neuromasts from 3 to 5 animals per group. (C) Effects of TEMPO or mitoTEMPO pretreatment on hair cell number following neomycin exposure. n = 5 neuromasts from 5 animals per group from 2 experiments. (D) Maximal cellROX fluorescence change in dying cells after 50 μM neomycin exposure. n = 10 (neomycin), 7 (neomycin + TEMPO), and 7 (neomycin + mitoTEMPO), from 3 animals per group. (E) Effects of mitoTEMPO cotreatment with CsA on hair cell number following neomycin exposure. n = 5 neuromasts from 5 animals per group. (F) Mean transformed \((F/F_0)\) HyPer intensity data in dying hair cells first exposed to mitoTEMPO, or CsA and mitoTEMPO, and then exposed to 50 μM neomycin. Fluorescence data were aligned to the point of cell clearance from the neuromast. The dashed bar represents \((F/F_0)\) of 1, corresponding to preneomycin baseline levels. n = 39 (50 μM neomycin, dying), 20 (CsA), and 11 (CsA + mitoTEMPO) cells from 1 to 3 neuromasts per animal. Two-way ANOVA in C and E, Tukey post-test. In D, 1-way ANOVA, Holm-Šidák post-test. In all instances, error bars = SEM; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
sides are capable of forming complexes with membrane lipids (68–72) and free iron (73). Ternary complexes between these molecules are capable of propagating highly reactive ROS and reactive nitrogen species from \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) (74, 75). Such observations are not necessarily incompatible with the notion that mitochondria are centrally involved in the process of ROS generation, as \( \text{O}_2^\cdot \) production generates an increase in free iron within mitochondria (76, 77) that can be inhibited with mitoTEMPO (78).

It is worth noting that ruthenium red has been reported as an inhibitor of the hair cell mechanotransduction channel (79). As an analog for ruthenium red, it is possible that the effects observed with Ru360 treatment are due to mechanotransduction channel inhibition and blockade of aminoglycoside entry into the cell. However, as there is a clear mitochondrial component to aminoglycoside-induced toxicity, we are inclined to argue that alteration of mitochondrial ROS levels we observe with Ru360 treatment is due to a direct effect of its inhibition of the mitochondrial uniporter.

**Drawing parallels with prokaryotic toxicity.** Several recent studies have suggested that antibiotics induce bacterial metabolic shifts following interaction with their target. In the case of aminoglycosides these events occur after direct interaction with rRNA, stimulating bacterial respiration (80). Expression of genes involved in metabolism and respiration is upregulated in the presence of aminoglycosides, and metabolic rates appear to increase (20, 81). Increased respiration byproducts may therefore be central to the bacterial killing ability of aminoglycosides; indeed, decreased oxygen availability can dampen bactericidal efficiency (82). Furthermore, modulation of antioxidant response pathways also affects antibiotic efficacy. This suggests that increased metabolic activity through the citric acid cycle is a primary source of ROS during bacterial cell death downstream of their interaction with rRNA, and seems to parallel events underlying aminoglycoside toxicity observed in eukaryotic cells.

So then, do the underlying mechanisms of bacterial toxicity prevent selective killing of prokaryotic cells over hair cells when administered systemically? At first glance, it would appear so, as the secondary structure of rRNA through which they directly bind is similar in cytoplasmic and mitochondrial ribosomes of eukaryotes (83). However, recent data suggest that some mitochondrial dysfunction seen during ototoxicity may be due to off-target interactions with mitochondrial rRNA that have no bearing on bactericidal efficacy. For example, Agris and colleagues have identified rRNA loops to which aminoglycosides bind strongly in mitochondria but not in prokaryotes (84). While this remains to be thoroughly evaluated, aminoglycosides engineered for increased selectivity of prokaryotic rRNA (85) offer the expectation of reduced mitochondrial dysfunction and subsequent ROS generation within hair cells.

**Therapeutic prevention of mitochondrial ROS.** The behavior of cytoplasmic redox indicators in hair cells surviving neomycin exposure suggests that moderate increases in cytoplasmic ROS are not necessarily toxic to hair cells. This observation contrasts with the more robust separation of mitoSOX behavior between living and dying cells. It suggests that a mode of action for proposed antioxidant therapies for attenuation of aminoglycoside toxicity (3, 86, 87) lies within mitochondria, not in other compartments. Compounds championed by these studies, such as reduced glutathione, N-acetylcysteine, ubiquinone, and vitamin E, are known to be found at high levels within mitochondria and used there to maintain an appropriate redox balance (88–91); exogenous supplementation may boost their already high levels within mitochondria.

This work suggests that strategies directed at limiting mitochondrial ROS production may be of therapeutic value to patients taking large and/or prolonged courses of aminoglycoside antibiotics. However, it is noteworthy that hair cell protection is incomplete in our zebrafish model, even when large increases in oxidation are inhibited. This may be due to specific sites or species of ROS generation that are particularly toxic to the cell, or other pleiotropic effects of aminoglycosides on cell death pathways (92). It is important to emphasize the variety of ROS species can be generated at multiple sites within mitochondria. Furthermore, there exist substantial and complex cellular networks tasked with maintaining redox homeostasis. In addition, from the studies described here and from our previous studies (36) it appears that dysregulations of \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) are largely responsible for the ROS accumulation and subsequent hair cell death. Linking mitochondrial \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) uptake to mitochondrial dysfunction and ROS generation within dying hair cells exposed to aminoglycosides is an important step forward, as specifically targeting \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) uptake and mitochondrial ROS generation may be a more effective strategy than generalized antioxidant therapies.

**Methods**

**Fish.** Experiments were carried out on zebrafish larvae 5–7 days after fertilization in E3 embryo medium (14.97 mM NaCl, 500 µM KCl, 42 µM Na₂HPO₄, 150 µM KH₂PO₄, 1 mM CaCl₂, dehydrate, 1 mM MgSO₄, 0.714 mM NaHCO₃, pH 7.2) at 28.5°C, unless otherwise indicated. All animals were of the AB strain. Larvae were used before the stage at which sex is determined in zebrafish.

**Transgenesis.** The transgenic line Tg(atoh1a:tdTomato) has been described (93), and was provided as a gift from Cecilia Moens (Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, Washington, USA). The genetically encoded \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) indicator HyPer (34) was cloned using the Gateway system (Invitrogen) to generate constructs under control of the hair cell–specific myosin6b promoter (94). Tg[myo6b:HyPer]¹²²⁰ was maintained as a transgenic line. The transgenic construct driving hair cell–specific expression of mitochondrial-targeted RGFECO (mitoRGECO; [myo6b:mitoRGECO]) has been previously described (36). Supplemental Table 1 further describes the nature of these indicators.

**Indicator dyes.** To detect changes in mitochondrial transmembrane potential, zebrafish were incubated at 28.5°C in 10 nM tetramethyl rhodamine ester (TMRE; dissolved in DMSO; Thermo Fisher) in E3 medium. To detect redox changes, zebrafish were incubated at 28.5°C in 1 µM mitoSOX or 2 µM cellROX (both dissolved in DMSO; Thermo Fisher) in E3 medium. Incubation times varied between 30 and 90 minutes, as we observed lot-to-lot variation in loading/labeling times. After loading, zebrafish were washed once in E3 media, and subjected to imaging as described below. Supplemental Table 1 further describes the nature of these indicators.

**Compound treatment.** Neomycin (Sigma-Aldrich) was used at indicated concentrations in embryo media. For all experiments, animals were exposed to aminoglycoside for 30 minutes for hair cell survival analyses at 28.5°C, or for the amount of time indicated during imaging (typically 60 minutes). We have previously demonstrated the ability of Ru360 (500 nM final concentration in water; Tocris Biosciences) and CsA (200 nM final concentration as Sandimmune; Novartis) to modulate mitochondrial \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) as well as hair cell survival in the presence of neomycin (36).
To evaluate the response of cellROX, xanthine oxidase (Cayman Chemical) was dissolved to 0.1 U/ml in embryo media with MS-222 for imaging. A 5× solution of 2.5 μM xanthine (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the imaging chamber following the baseline period. Imaging was performed as described below.

In the comparison of ROS scavengers, the concentration of mitochondrial-targeted mitoTEMPO that was sufficient to protect approximately 50% of lateral line hair cells from 200 μM neomycin exposure was first determined (50 μM; Figure 7A). This concentration was then used in experiments in the comparison of TEMPO and mitoTEMPO. At these concentrations, both compounds were capable of reducing fluorescence of ROS indicator dyes following exposure to both CaSOX and neomycin (Figure 7, B and D).

To evaluate the effectiveness of ROS scavengers on mitochondrial oxidation, larvae were first incubated in cellROX and mitoSOX alone or in combination with scavenger for 30 minutes, then exposed to CsA alone or in combination with scavenger for 60 minutes. Larvae were then anesthetized, mounted, and imaged as described below.

Hair cell counts. Animals were pretreated in ROS modulators for 30 minutes, followed by coadministration with the specified concentration of neomycin for 30 minutes. They were then washed 3 times in E3 and allowed to recover for 30 minutes. Hair cells were then either detected using the vital dye Yo-Pro (2 μM in DMSO; Thermo Fisher) with additional washout (28), or fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and subjected to antibody labeling with anti-parvalbumin antisera (MAB1572; Millipore) (95). Mean hair cell counts across 6 neuromasts (IO4, M2, MI1, O1, Q2, OCI; ref. 96) were calculated from at least 5 animals. Control E3 contained 0.2% DMSO.

Imaging and analysis. Imaging and analysis were performed as previously described (30). Briefly, 5–7 days after fertilization, zebrafish were immersed in E3 containing 0.2% MESAB (MS-222; ethyl-3-amino- benzoate methanesulfonate) and stabilized using a slice anchor harp (Harvard Instruments) so that neuromasts on immobilized animals had free access to surrounding media. We chose neuromasts that were positioned parallel to our imaging cover glass as this type of positioning allows us to visualize behavior of most of the cells within the neuromast, as well as visualize changes that might be restricted to apical or basolateral regions of the cell. Because each fish is mounted differently, we were unable to restrict our imaging to particular neuromasts. We imaged both anterior and posterior lateral line neuromasts in our analyses. Imaging was performed at ambient temperature, typically 24°C to 25°C. Baseline fluorescence readings were taken prior to aminoglycoside exposure in 30-second intervals for 2.5 minutes. Aminoglycoside then was added as a 4× concentrated stock to achieve the final indicated concentration, and fluorescence intensity readings were acquired in 30-second intervals for 60 minutes. A motorized stage with set x, y, and z coordinates enabled acquisition from multiple neuromasts per fish during each imaging session. Camera sensitization was set to keep exposure times less than 50 ms for mitoGCaMP; 150 ms for HyPer, cellROX, or mitoRGECO; and 350 ms for TMRE or mitoSOX, while keeping baseline pixel intensity less than 25% of saturation. Camera gain was set at maximum to minimize photobleaching. Z axis optical sections were taken at 2-μm intervals through the depth of the neuromast, typically 12 μm. HyPer and cellROX fluorescence was acquired with a 488-nm laser and 535/30 emission filter. TMRE and RGECO fluorescence was acquired with a 561-nm laser and 617/73 emission filter, while mitoSOX fluorescence was acquired with a 635-nm laser and 671/73 emission filter. Controls were performed to ensure that cross-talk between indicators was less than 5% of signal when multiple channels were captured for an experiment.

Time-lapse images were aligned using either ImageJ (NIH) or 3i SlideBook software. Fluorescence data were extracted by drawing of regions of interest around individual cells, where mean fluorescence intensity within the area of the region of interest was exported for analyses. Fluorescence intensities were calculated relative to the mean baseline intensity of each individual hair cell before aminoglycoside exposure. Cells were categorized as living or dying based on their fragmentation and clearance from the neuromast following 60 minutes of aminoglycoside exposure. Clearance is a hallmark of hair cell death in the lateral line, and provides a binary means to define a hair cell as “surviving” or “dying” when used in conjunction with time-lapse imaging. The use of clearance as an endpoint is supported by previous studies: (a) Hair cell “corpses” are not present in neuromasts exposed to aminoglycosides, suggesting that hair cells present in a neuromast are “alive.” In support of this we have previously reported that calcium dynamics continue to change in dying cells up until the point of cell clearance (30), and that cell membranes remain intact until minutes before cell clearance (31). (b) Early work from our group has shown that virtually all of the lateral line hair cell death in unanesthetized, free-swimming larvae occurs within an hour following neomycin exposure (27). We have compared the dose-response curves of unanesthetized, free-swimming larvae with those of larvae anesthetized and mounted for imaging and find the 2 are not statistically different (not shown). We therefore feel confident that we are not erroneously categorizing cells based on events that occur outside of our imaging window.

For analysis, living and dying cells were chosen randomly at the end of each time lapse. For imaging during mitochondrial Ca²⁺ or ROS modulation, animals were exposed to modulators 30 minutes prior to recording of baseline fluorescence and coadministered with neomycin at the indicated concentrations.

For each treatment condition, at least 3 replications were performed on different days, and fluorescence intensities of no more than 5 cells per neuromast and 3 neuromasts per animal were used in analyses. Our analyses indicate that individual cells from the same neuromast were prone to a mild-to-moderate intra-clustering bias that was eliminated by calculation of the mean fluorescence intensity of cells within a neuromast before performance of group-wise comparisons. This type of approach is an appropriate correction for potential intra-clustering biases (97–99). Supplemental Figure 1 illustrates maximal fluorescence intensity of cells expressing the biosensor HyPer compared across several grouping methods: cells within a neuromast, neuromasts within an animal, and cells across animals. Note that when mean neuromast values are presented, intra-clustering correlation (ICC) scores approach 0, indicating very little ICC bias, and these scores are actually lower than that of individual cells compared across animals. Individual cells were used to calculate timing events between pairwise indicators.

Statistics. GraphPad Prism 5.0 software was used for all statistical analyses except ICC calculations and cross-correlations. Overall analyses and post hoc tests are indicated in figure legends. Student’s t test was performed as 2-tailed. ICC values were calculated according to ref. 98 using data from 1-way ANOVAs performed in Prism, and cross-correlation analyses were performed in Microsoft Excel. A P value less than 0.05 was considered significant.
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